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Important Links
United States Geological Survey (USGS) Mapping Guidelines:
https://planetarymapping.wr.usgs.gov/Page/view/Guidelines
• This website provides guidance for geologic mapping of planetary targets including professional
mapping workflow documents and symbology templates.
• This website also includes a direct download PDF link for the 2018 Planetary Geologic Mapping
Protocol (Skinner et al., 2018).
Learning Objectives
The purpose of this tutorial series is to introduce users to planetary geologic mapping using ArcGIS Pro.
At the end of this tutorial, users should be able to:
• Import standardized USGS symbology into an ArcGIS Pro project
• Select an appropriate scale to conduct mapping
• Map linear features such as geologic contacts, faults, and dune crests
• Map point features such as very small craters

This tutorial series is a free educational product created by the Mars Research Group at
Tennessee Tech University. Please direct corrections or questions to jwolak@tntech.edu.
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Part I: Setting up a File Structure for Symbology
____

Step 1. First, let’s set up an appropriate file structure to house symbology files. Open a file
explorer window and browse to the folder for your ArcGIS Pro Project.
Inside your main project folder, create two new sub-folders titled Mars_Working and
Feature_Symbology. These will hold files of standardized symbology for Mars that we copy over
from the USGS.

____

Step 2. Now, open an internet browser window and navigate to the USGS Current Mapping
Guidelines page at: https://planetarymapping.wr.usgs.gov/Page/view/Guidelines
An empty Mars example is provided under the FGDC Planetary Symbology section. Click this link
to download a zipped file that includes GIS-ready Mars mapping symbology.

____

Step 3. Unzip the USGS file to open Mars_GeneralGeoTemplate. In a file explorer window,
navigate to the sub-folder titled Mars_Working in the Mars_GeneralGeoTemplate.
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____

Step 4. Open a second file explorer window and navigate to your ArcGIS Pro project folder where
you created the new sub-folders Mars_Working and Feature_Symbology.
Copy the file Mars_GeneralGeo.gdb to the Mars_Working folder in your project.
Copy the files GeoContacts_2014.lyr, LinearFeatures_2014.lyr, SurfaceFeatures_2014.lyr,
LocationFeatures_2014.lyr, and Fault Mapping Layers (FGDC).lyr to the Feature_Symbology
folder in your project.

Copy to
Mars_Working
folder
____

Copy to
Feature_Symbology
folder

Step 5. Once you have copied over the files, close the file explorer windows. In your ArcGIS
project, build folder connections for the two new folders: Mars_Working and
Feature_Symbology. [If needed, see Part V Steps 1-3 in Tutorial 1 to review how to add folder
connections.]
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Part II: Importing Geologic Features and Symbology
____

Step 1. In the Catalog pane of ArcGIS Pro, click the drop-down tab next to Databases to view
your project’s geodatabase. (The database in these figures is named Planetary_Example.gdb.)
Right-click on the database and select New > Feature Dataset.

____

Step 2. The tool Create Feature Dataset should open in the Geoprocessing pane. This tool is used
to collect related feature classes that share a common coordinate system. Here, we will use it to
organize features related to geologic mapping.
Set the Feature Dataset Name as Mapping_Layers. Define the coordinate system as your
customized MTM_clon(x), which should be listed under Favorites. Click OK and then Run.
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____

Step 3. Once it finishes running, close the Create Feature Dataset tool. In the Catalog pane, you
should now see a new feature dataset within the geodatabase. You are now ready to populate
the feature dataset with standardized planetary geologic mapping features.

____

Step 4. Right-click on the new Mapping_Layers feature dataset in the Catalog pane and select
Import > Feature Class(es).
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____

Step 5. The Feature Class to Geodatabase tool should open in the Geoprocessing pane.
For Input Features, browse to the Mars_Working folder you copied into your main ArcGIS project
folder. Within Mars_Working, click on Mars_GeneralGeo.gdb. Then, click on the
Mars_Geology_Equi_clon0. Your file path should be:
Your_Project_Name > Mars_Working > Mars_GeneralGeo.gdb > Mars_Geology_Equi_clon0
Select all the feature classes and click OK.

____

Step 6. Click Run to run the Feature Class to Geodatabase tool. When done, the new feature
dataset should be added automatically to the map.
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____

Step 7. To keep the Contents pane organized, highlight all the new layers, right-click and select
Group. This places all the new feature datasets in a group together.

____

Step 8. Click once to highlight the New Group Layer and rename the group Mapping_Layers.

____

Step 9. Now, we need to define the symbology for each of the new feature datasets. The
symbology in this project will be based on the .lyr files that we downloaded from the USGS.
First, select a feature class in the Contents pane. For example, you might select LocationFeatures.
Then, click on the Appearances toolbar at the top of the window. In the Drawing group, select
Import.
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____

Step 10. The Apply Symbology From Layer tool should open in the Geoprocessing pane. This tool
is used to connect symbology from a layer to a feature dataset.
The Input Layer will be set based on which layer you selected to launch the tool. In the image
below, the example LocationFeatures is shown.
For the Symbology Layer parameter, browse to the Feature_Symbology folder that you created in
your ArcGIS Pro project. Your file path should be:
Your Project Name > Feature_Symbology
Select the .lyr file that corresponds to the feature class you are currently defining. Click ok. Then,
click Run to run the tool.

____

Step 11. In the Contents pane, check to see that the new symbology loaded.

____

Step 12. Repeat Steps 9-11 for the following .lyr files: GeoContacts_2014.lyr,
LinearFeatures_2014.lyr, SurfaceFeatures_2014.lyr, LocationFeatures_2014.lyr.
Note that the Fault Mapping Layers (FGDC).lyr file has additional steps, which are covered in the
next section.
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Part III: Importing the Fault Mapping Feature Class and Symbology
____

Step 1. Now that you’ve imported general geology feature classes and symbology, we need to
import corresponding feature classes and symbols for faults.
First, Right-click on the new Mapping_Layers feature dataset in the Catalog pane and select
Import > Feature Class(es). [Note that this step is similar to Step 4 in Part II. We will use some of
the same tools to import fault feature classes as we did for geology feature classes.]

____

Step 2. The Feature Class to Geodatabase tool should open in the Geoprocessing pane.
For Input Features, browse to the Mars_Working folder you copied into your main ArcGIS project
folder. Within Mars_Working, click on Mars_GeneralGeo.gdb. Then, click on the
Mars_Fault_Equi_clon0. Your file path should be:
Your_Project_Name > Mars_Working > Mars_GeneralGeo.gdb > Mars_Fault_Equi_clon0
Select all the feature classes and click OK. Then, click Run.
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____

Step 3. Check to see that the new layers were added to the Contents pane. Group the layers and
name them Fault_Layers. [See Part II Steps 7-8 to revisit how groups are created and named.]

____

Step 4. In the Catalog pane, click the drop-down arrow next to your Feature_Symbology folder
within the main project.
Right-click on the Fault Mapping Layers (FGDC).lyr and select Add to Current Map.

____

Step 5. Check the Contents pane to verify that the Fault Mapping Layers (FGDC) is loaded. Note
that the layers have red exclamation points; these will be resolved in later steps.
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____

Step 6. Now, we need to define the symbology for the new fault feature datasets. Again, the
symbology used for faults will be based on .lyr files downloaded from the USGS.
First, select a feature class in the Contents pane. For example, you might select
Lineaments_Joints.
Then, click on the Appearances toolbar at the top of the window. In the Drawing group, select
Import.

____

Step 7. The Apply Symbology From Layer tool should open in the Geoprocessing pane.
The Input Layer will be set based on which layer you selected to launch the tool. In the image
below, the example Lineaments_Joints is shown.
Use the drop-down menu to set the Symbology Layer and select the corresponding Fault
Mapping Layer (FDGC). Click ok. Then, click Run to run the tool.
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____

Step 8. Repeat Steps 6-7 for the following Fault Mapping Layers (FGDC): Contacts_Bed_Dikes,
Eolian_Features, Faults, Folds, Landslides_MassWasting, Lineaments_Joints, and Zones_Blocks.

____

Step 9. Once you have defined the symbology for all the feature classes, right-click on the Fault
Mapping Layers (FGDC) in the Contents pane and select Remove.
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Part IV: Selecting an Appropriate Map Scale
____

Step 1. It’s important to select an appropriate scale to conduct geologic mapping on orbital
images and to be as consistent as possible while mapping. If the mapping scale is too magnified,
fine details will get lost when the map is printed at a reasonable resolution. If the mapping scale
is too broad, it will not be useful to interpret geologic processes.
The 2018 USGS Planetary Geologic Mapping Protocol suggests selecting a digital mapping scale
that is approximately four times the map publication scale. In other words, if the map will be
printed at 1:200,000, an appropriate digital scale for mapping would be 1:50,000. Note that
increasing magnification corresponds to a decrease in the map ratio scale.
Here are some common scales for mapping on various Mars image products.
Mars Orbital Imagery
HiRISE Images (this tutorial)
CTX Images (single or mosaic)
THEMIS IR (global dataset)

____

Publication Scale
1:18,000
1:200,000
1:20,000,000

Digital Mapping Scale
1:4,000
1:50,000
1:5,000,000

Step 2. To set the mapping scale in your ArcGIS Pro project, right-click on the Map icon in the
Contents pane and select Properties.
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_____ Step 3. The Map Properties window should open. Under the General tab, set the Reference Scale
to 1:4000. This is an appropriate scale for mapping on HiRISE images. Click OK.
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Part V: Creating Linear Features on a Geologic Map
____

Step 1. Now that the project is set up, it’s time to begin drawing geologic contacts. While a
comprehensive overview of mapping techniques is beyond the scope of this tutorial, the first
step is always identifying where to place geologic contacts. Tone, texture, and crater frequency
are most commonly used to distinguish between geologic units on orbital imagery.
To begin drawing geologic contacts, select the Edit tab at the top of the program.

____

Step 2. Click the Create tool on the Features menu. A Create Features pane will open on the right
side of the screen with all the different feature classes that can be created.
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____

Step 3. For this tutorial, we will draw geologic contacts denoted by a solid line. In the Create
Features pane, scroll down to find Mapping Layers : GeoContacts. Select certain.
A smaller window with drawing options will pop up. Choose the first option, which is a line.

____

Step 4. Use your mouse wheel to zoom in to the appropriate mapping scale, which is shown on
the bottom of the Map panel. Then, begin drawing a line by clicking individual vertices.
To pan around while still drawing, hold down the C button and pan; then, resume mapping when
you release C.
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____

Step 5. To finish the line, Double-click the last vertices point or click the box with the green check
on the drawing toolbar.

____

Step 6. When completed, a message will appear in the Create Features window that says Create
Feature completed. The line will appear blue.
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____

Step 7. Repeat Steps 3-6 to draw contacts between units in the mapping area.
Click the Save icon periodically while editing.

____

Step 8. To edit or extend a line once it has been drawn, use the Select tool on the Edit toolbar.
Select the line you wish to change. Then, click Modify on the Edit toolbar.
The Modify Features pane will open. Use the Continue Feature tool to extend or modify existing
lines.
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Part VI: Creating Point Features on a Geologic Map
____

Step 1. The process for creating point features on your map is similar to creating linear features.
In this example, we will place a point feature on a small crater.
First, open the Edit toolbar and choose Create. (See Steps 1-2 in Part V of this tutorial for how to
complete this step).
In the Create Features pane, scroll down to the Mapping Layers : Location Features.
Select small crater.
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____

Step 2. Choose the first drawing option, Point.
Identify a small crater on your map and click once to deposit the point feature.

____

Step 3. Point features are automatically saved. To modify or delete a point, use the Select tool in
the editing toolbar. Then, use the Move function to adjust the position of the point, or use the
Delete function to erase the point.
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Part VII: Setting the Map Boundary
____

Step 1. The last step in this tutorial is setting the map boundary. This boundary will be used as an
outer bounding box for creating unit polygons in the next tutorial.
Open the Edit toolbar and choose Create. (See Steps 1-2 in Part V of this tutorial for how to
complete this step).
In the Create Features pane, scroll down to the Mapping Layers : map_boundary.
Select map_boundary.

____

Step 2. Click once in the upper left corner of your HiRISE image or planned map. The cursor will
place a point. Click to continue placing points at the corners of your map. Double-click to close
the polygon. The line will turn blue.

____

Step 3. Check the Contents pane to verify that a map_boundary feature has been added.
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